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The problem of determining the solubility of water in silicate melts

when the two phases are subjected to the same confining pressure has

occupied the attention of the writer for some time; and results of his

work have been published in two previous papers (1931,1936). There is,
however, another important aspect of this work that merits attention,

namely the evaluation of the solubility when the hydrostatic pressure

is not the same on the two phases, water and silicate solution. The second

case, with which this paper is concerned, is important in problems

associated with volcanism and certain other phases of igneous activity.
Differential hydrostatic pressure on silicate and water would occur if

the country rock surrounding a magma were pervious to water and
impervious to the silicate melt; for such a case the magma would be
under a pressure equivalent to the overlying rock whereas the water
would be at a pressure equivalent to its own head. Solution of this
problem is then related to that of the phenomenon described as "osmotic
pressure. "

As ordinarily stated, however, osmotic pressure refers to a condition
wherein the membrane separating the solvent and solution is permeable
only to the solvent whereas for the problem here considered the mem-
brane is assumed to be permeable only to the solute which in this prob-
lem is water. Solute is a term used to designate the more dilute com-
ponent and solvent the more concentrated component of a solution.
Ordinarily water is the solvent but here it is the more dilute phase,

therefore the solute, and the silicate melt has the role of solvent.
The direct determination of the solubility relations under these condi-

tions would be extremely difficult to carry out experimentally and has
therefore been obtained from other thermodynamic properties of the
system. As it does not seem to be generally understood that two equally
valid expressions may be written for the osmotic pressure, with usage
and "rigor" somewhat divided between the two expressions, the thermo-
dynamic relations will be formulated f,rst for the case where the mem-
brane is permeable only to the solvent and secondly where it is permeable
only to the solute.

The following statement of the phenomenon seems to be generally
accepted as the definition of osmotic pressure and is applicable to our
first case. ff a vessel contains a solution, consisting of solvent (component
1) and solute (component 2), which is separated from the pure substance

"I" by a membrane permeable only to substance "1," and both phases
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are at the same temperature and pressure, then the solution will tend
to become more dilute bv transference of solvent from the pure solvent
phase. The increase in pressure that must be exerted on the solution in
order to maintain equilibrium is called the osmotic pressure.

To conform with this statement let there be two phases, one of pure
substance t '1" and the other a solution of component"2" in "1," both
at the same temperature but at different pressures such that they are in
equilibrium with respect to component "I." Then the molar chemical
potentials of "1" are the same in each phase or

Fr(r, p, N):F.(T, pi (t)

where Fr(?, P, Nt) denotes the molar chemical potential (M*) of "I"
in the solution at temperature T, pressure p, and mol fraction Iy'r of
"I"; F1(7,20) denotes the free energy per mole 19/M) of the pure sub-
stance "I" at T and po.

If F{7, p) be subtracted from both sides of equation (1) then

1) dp

_ po1: _fv)tr

where a denotes the molar volume of pure substance "1", the square
brackets indicating a mean value of a has been chosen for the pressure
interval Po to p. (7, p, N) denotes the state in which the solution exists
when in equilibrium with pure substance "1" at (7, po). The left hand
side of the equation is equivalent to RT \n a1(7, P, Nt) where or is the
activity of the solvent.

IIF{7, Po, Nr) be subtracted from each side of equation (1) then

where dr denotes the partial molar (fictive) volume of solvent in the
solution; (7, Po, Iy'1) denotes the state in which the solution would
exist if the pressure p were reduced to po, temperature and concentra-
tion remaining constant. The left hand side of (2b) is equivalent to R?
ln a1(7,  Po,  N) .

Here are then two different expressions for osmotic pressure which
become identical only if the solution can be considered as ideal, for then
(2a) becomes

(2a)

F,(7 ,  P,  N) -Fr (T,  p) : -  r '
:  - lal(P

F r ( r ,  p o ,  N ) - F ( 7 ,  p o ) :  -  
[ '  , , r O

u  p o

' - [ t ' ) (P -Po ; : - [ o r ] z r (2b)

R? ln Nr:  - [a ] r
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and (2b) becomes

RZ ln 1/r: -larlr: -[uln

because v:ttr lor an ideal solution'

A very useful function introduced by Bjerrum is the osmotic coefficient

g: (zr/zria"u1), here

Fr(T,  ! ,  Nr) -Fr(T,  P)-nf  
f "  ru '

kr a1(7, P, l{)

ln ly'r

F r (7 ,  Po ,1Y ' ) -F l (T ,  Po )
so:-- nil" ,\,-,----

and the two expressions for g lose their identity unless it be specified to

which of the two previous states p or po the solution is referred'

Lewis and Randall 's (1923, p.214) expression is equivalent to (2b);

apparently, heretofore not received any attention; a similar treatment

ir ufto appticable here. For this second case we have, for equilibrium'

Fr(r, p, IVz) -- Fz(T, f o) (3)

where p) po, and 1y'2 denotes the mole fraction of solute (in this problem

it is water). Then 
r r,

Fr(T, P, Nr) -Fr(T, f , IVr"): - | v dp: -[tt]tr (4a)

"  P t

or

az(T,  F,  N")  /ar(T,  P, ry'z") : exp- I ,',"ii 
oo (1b)

where o2 denotes the activity of the water in the solution, u the molar

volume of the water phase, and (?, P, Nrr) the state in which the solu-

tion would exist if in equilibrium with the water phase at (T, p), t.e'

po:p.II the solution be ideal this expression reduces to

ln ay(T, Po, I i ')

ln /y'r
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f p l )
N r / N r " : e x p -  |  - d b

J  t , oRT  
- (ac)

1 The definition of activity is as adopted by the writer; for other definitions of activitythese relations will be correspondingly utt"r.j.
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Fro. 1

Osmotic pressure, expressed as kilobars (bars X10-3), is plotted as a function of the

*ater conceitration in the silicate (albite) melt, expressed as weight per cent' for three

silicate melt pressures, namely 4, 3, and' 2kilobars (the corresponding curves being marked

as I, II, and III resPectivelY)'
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columns 2 and' 3 thus express the osmotic pressure of the silicate solu-
tion as a function of the water concentration. rn the fourth column isgrven, for comparison, the weight per cent of water in sorution in thesil icate for the condition p:?0,'.". *h"r. the two phases are both at thesame pressure 10.

The concentrations given in column 3 are considerabry ress than thecorresponding concentrations of column 4, and this fact may explain therarity of rock glasses of high water content, and why rock glasses witha high water content behave difierentry on heating from tilose with alow water content. Dr. E. S. Shepherd has found that when rock glasses
of high water content are heated the water begins to come off im-mediately and continues to come off as heating is continued; further-
more, for slow heating, the glass does not pufl up appreciabiy. Whenglasses of low water content (1/e or less)'a." hiat"-i ,ro upl.".aur"
amount of water comes off until somewhere about g50" when the glass
puffs up to many times its original size. Again, glasses of high watercontent are "perlitic" and not clear or clean-looking in textuie as arethose of low water content. The inference is that in these glasses of high
water content the water is not in solution but exists as a iparate phase
which did not have time to diffuse out of the block and that the con-sequent unequal contraction of these two phases and resurting strains
set up on cooling have caused the perlitic structure which ii thus afracture structure- Deposition of material from the water phase in these-i:",:_:.?.ks and pores would give the glass its cloudy uff*rurr...

rt will also be evident from these figures thut, if un i-p.r-"'ubr" .o.kmantle enclosing a silicate-water soluiion were to become permeabre towater, for example by fissuring, permitting the water to .r.up", ttr"energy available for exprosive phenomena is considerably in 
""'."r, 

ofthat previously indicated by the writer from a consideration only of theexperimental solubility rerations; here is also a possibre mechanism forintermittent volcanic activity.
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